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Abstract: With the deep development of maker education in primary and secondary 
schools, shortage and undergrade of teachers have been the primary constraints. 
Many schools remit this problem through internal training, external introducing 
intelligence, united training and so on, but reasons, such as undergrade quality of 
teachers always cause that maker education become formalistic. So in training maker 
teacher, promotion of core competence is the key. This needs to break through the 
difficulties existing in current maker primary and secondary teachers, such as the 
single knowledge structure, incompetence of engineering practice ability, poor training 
practices and so on, and increase inputs, promote teachers competences and construct 
cultivation mechanisms of maker teachers to promote the development of maker 
education in primary and secondary schools. 
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1. Introduction  
 

With the expansion of maker subculture to global, maker culture has considerable 
momentum and constantly penetrates into education area in recent years. Maker 
education has been a hotspot focused by many schools. However, one of the practical 
questions faced by current maker culture is the shortage and undergrade of maker 
teacher and the risk that maker education become formalistic. In order to meet the 
pressing need, many schools let teachers teaching information technology, physics or 
electronic circuit to temporarily fill the post of maker teachers after receiving 
short-term training. Although the problem of teachers’ shortage has been relieved 
temporarily, it is lacking of the effective method to improve the quality of maker teacher. 
Actually, the competence of maker teachers can not be promoted without the 
cultivation of core competence. The quality of maker teacher can be improved through 
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analyzing core competences needed by maker teacher based on the perspective of 
core competence, to promote the development of maker education. 
 

2. Difficulties of Core Competence Cultivation Faced by Current Maker 
Teachers 

 

2.1 Single knowledge structure of teachers can not meet the demand of maker 
multidisciplinary comprehensive development 

 
In the internet era, makers need to possess certain STEAM comprehensive knowledge 
to carry out maker activities. Especially, maker teachers need to fuse all sorts of 
knowledge, systematically think and grasp, can they meet the ideal maker projects 
needed by students and lead students to carry out maker activities. 

For a long time, what pursued by teachers are the enhancement of pedagogical 
content knowledge, abundance of teaching methods and the disciplinary knowledge 
acceptability of students. The assessment of school to teacher is set to improve the 
teaching skill. Meanwhile, because of the shortage of teachers, heavy tasks of teaching 
and various competitions, many teachers don’t want and have no intention to expand 
disciplinary knowledge and promote comprehensive knowledge competences and 
training for teacher is usually the disciplinary teaching cultivation, which makes teacher 
lack of momentum to study knowledge outside this discipline and fuse different 
disciplinary knowledge. The single knowledge structure hinders teachers to carry out 
maker activities and their transformation to maker teachers. In addition, it adds the 
difficulties to cultivate maker teacher for reasons that many teachers teach theoretical 
knowledge for so many years that they lack opportunities to test, practice and operate 
by hand and they are incompetence in manipulative ability; many teacher are female, 
so the atmosphere of carrying out practical experiment activities is light and this adds 
the difficulties of maker teacher cultivation. 
 
2.2 Teachers are inadequate capability in doing engineering practice and it is hard for 

them to turn innovation into reality 
 
Maker activities cannot be carried out without the support of practices and maker 
teachers need to root their education and teaching activities into practices. In a certain 
sense, whether teachers have the ability of engineering practices can decide the 
carrying effectiveness of maker activities. 

In generally, teachers are come from academic education and they are lack of 
training of practices in their long-term school and work life. Even trained for primary 
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and secondary education, academic education is the center, few engineering practical 
ability training is concerned and many teachers are lack of practical abilities. Schools do 
not attach enough importance on teacher practical abilities. In evaluating teacher 
professional titles, few evaluations are related to engineering practical abilities. In daily 
life, few evaluations to teacher performance feedback include teacher engineering 
practical abilities. Especially in the primary and secondary schools, teachers have 
heavy teaching tasks, so it’s hard for them to put too much attention on engineering 
practice while the fact is that their practical operation ability and engineering practical 
ability need to be trained. In carrying out maker activities, male teachers have more 
opportunities to participate in maker projects. Lacking of the extension participation of 
female teachers, it is hard to carry out maker activities participating by everyone in 
primary and secondary schools. 
 

2.3 Poor teacher training practices and no obvious efforts  
 
At present, most training for maker teachers are carried through invite famous maker 
to deliver speeches and emphasis more on teaching of theoretical knowledge, light skill 
training, operating utilization relating to maker activities is usually be ignored. In 
training, teachers are lack of operation opportunities, so they have a good 
acknowledge of maker theories and a smattering knowledge of operation and poor 
practicalness and timeliness. Maker trainings which combine online and offline, like 
micro-lesson, MOOC and flipped classroom, meet the timeliness need of training but it 
cannot meet the need of practices and site operation. So training effect need to be 
improved. 
 
3. Basic Approach about Core Competence Cultivation of Maker Teachers 

 
3.1 Provide various maker training for teachers 

 
Teachers need technical training and maker teachers need more. In internet plus era, 
combination of online and offline is a feature of education training. With the rising of 
flipped classroom, MOOC, Micro-Course Online Video and other educational resource 
form, learning based on internet has been a significant form of learning and training. 
There are many tools like 3D print knowledge, open source hardware knowledge, 
various information resources, cognition toll and STEAM courses to help teachers learn 
in anytime and anywhere. In addition, in order to support the learning of teachers on 
online and offline, virtual spaces like online maker communities and internet learning 
space can be established. Offline training takes the technical training as the principle, 
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from Arduino to 3D print and from laser cutting to App inventor. Training being 
arranged not just listen to the theoretical speech of experts but to go deep into maker 
space and truly participate in maker projects to exercise the operation abilities. 
 

3.2 Construct school and enterprise cooperation platform 
 
The maker space cooperation of school and society can jointly improve cultivation of 
maker teachers. Social maker space converge large amount of maker talents and 
schools need teachers in carrying out maker education. Through cooperation, on the 
one hand, it can use the advantage of maker space resource to choose excellent tutors 
as disciplinary faculties to train them hand by hand in order to promote the 
transformation from discipline teachers to maker teachers; on the other hand, school 
can directly employ part-time maker tutors to teach in schools to drive the 
development of maker activities. In addition, school can select maker projects suitable 
for primary and secondary schools through the cooperation with social maker space 
and use social maker space as foundations to promote the integration of maker and 
teacher to cultivate large amount of maker teachers possessing maker competence 
and education and teaching rules to satisfy need of developing maker education for 
maker for schools. 
 

3.3 Establish teacher maker internet space 
 
The transformation from traditional teacher to maker teacher cannot be succeeded 
without the ideology transformation of teacher, optimizing and updating of knowledge 
structure, improvement of operation ability and mutual learning and sharing of 
experiments and achievements. So it’s necessary to establish a cyberspace for teachers 
to exchange ideology and technology, learn and perfect knowledge. Through 
cyberspace, maker teachers can mutually exchange their needed goods, share gains 
and loss in maker education, transmit soft hardware knowledge and information  
needed for make education and show maker education achievements to gain 
momentums. All in all, the establishment of teacher maker cyberspace is beneficial for 
maker teacher to cultivate maker spirits, promote self-competence, overcome 
challenges and gain confidence as well as carry out maker education. It also is 
conductive to forming maker teacher teams and jointly implementing maker project. 
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3.4 Establish the assessment and incentive mechanism of maker teachers 
 
Requirements of preparing lessons to teachers are higher for maker education since it 
stretches across multiple disciplines. In the circumstance of lacking incentive 
mechanism, few teachers are willing to participate in maker education in their spare 
time. Currently, many maker teachers’ positions are hold by teachers of information 
technology or comprehensive practices. Heavy work tasks, no additional subsidy but 
compulsorily carrying out maker projects, out of pocket of teachers in some hardware 
materials make it hard for maker activities only depend on the their devotion. 
Therefore, schools should formulate related assessment and incentive mechanism for 
maker teacher and bring maker activities of maker teacher into teaching load 
assessment like teaching activities of other disciplines. Meanwhile, for teachers 
achieving outstanding results, privilege is needed in evaluation and promotion. If 
teachers are abundant, primary and secondary schools can set special maker teacher 
post and the treatment is the same as other teachers. Meanwhile, maker teacher shall 
be incorporated into unified education teaching and title management systems to 
promote the career development of maker teachers.  
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